PROVEN PERFORMANCE
KONFLOOR, BURNLEY BRIDGES

BESPOKE SOLUTION
WITH STEEL FIBRES
Konfloor Ltd is a family run specialist industrial flooring contractor with a focus on providing quality, client driven flooring installations. They approached Tarmac at the pre-tender stage of this project, for a concrete solution.

THE CHALLENGE
Located at Junction 9 of the M65, Burnley Bridge Business Park provides an exciting opportunity to secure high quality, flexible industrial, office or warehousing accommodation from 2,000 ft2 to 700,000 ft2.

Tarmac’s challenge was to provide a cost effective, hard wearing concrete for a large floor in a new build warehouse. A quick turnaround was required from tarmac for the follow on trades to go in and start other works for the warehouse.

OUR SOLUTION
Following consultations with Konfloor, Bowmer & Kirkland and Monofloor, Tarmac designed a mix that would support steel fibres and a super plasticiser to be added on site by the customer.

Tarmac agreed to carry out some lab and plant trials, once these were completed and agreed with all parties, the project began.

Tarmac dedicated their Blackburn plant to the project. They also allocated their plant in Preston as backup, to ensure deliveries were still made if there was any problems. 11,000m3 of the bespoke solution was poured in just over 1 month.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
A spokesperson for Konfloor said: Konfloor would like to take this opportunity to say a big thanks for providing the account facilities, credit limit and credit terms to facilitate a project of this size. Tarmac exceeded our expectations on this project. They were invaluable in their dealings with us regarding mix changes and were always available and helpful. The plant was efficient and kept up a good level of communication and supply. The drivers were professional and polite and conducted themselves well on-site. The technical department were extremely helpful and knowledgeable especially in relation to providing sand and aggregates analysis.

For more details contact concrete@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218